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Introdu tion

There are essentially two kinds of approa hes for learning the stru ture of Bayesian Networks (BNs) from
data. The rst approa h tries to nd a graph whi h satis es all the onstraints implied by the empiri al
onditional independen ies measured in the data [PV91, SGS00a, Shi00℄.1 The se ond approa h sear hes
through the spa e of models (either DAGs or PDAGs), and uses some s oring metri (typi ally Bayesian
or some approximation, su h as BIC/MDL) to evaluate the models [CH92, He 95, He 98, Kra98℄, typi ally
returning the highest s oring model found.
Our main interest is in learning BN stru ture from gene expression data [FLNP00, HGJY01, MM99, SGS00b℄.
In domains su h as this, where the ratio of the number of observations to the number of variables is low
(i.e., when we have sparse data), sele ting a threshold for the onditional independen e (CI) tests an be
tri ky, and repeated use of su h tests an lead to in onsisten ies [DD99℄. Bayesian s oring methods avoid
this problem, and an also exploit prior knowledge. However, the most ommon approa h | alled Bayesian
model sele tion | only returns a single \best" model, often omputed using a greedy lo al sear h algorithm.
When there is little data, there probably won't be a single \best" model. To re e t our true un ertainty, we
need to ompute a posterior distribution over models. (We also need su h a distribution if we are to design
experiments to minimize our stru tural un ertainty.) This approa h is alled Bayesian model averaging.
In Bayesian model averaging, we estimate the probability of a feature f (su h as the presen e of a parti ular
edge) given the data D as follows:

P (f jD) =

X
G2G

P (GjD)f (G)

where G is the set of all the DAGs of a xed size that we wish to onsider. f (G) is 1 if G ontains feature
f , and is 0 otherwise. For example, f (G) might dete t the presen e of a ertain edge, In this way, we an
ompute the posterior probability of all possible edges, and display the results by shading the ar s of the
fully onne ted graph to re e t our on den e in ea h edge.
1 The output of these onstraint-based algorithms is a partially dire ted a y li graph (PDAG), and is alled a pattern or
essential graph. (A PDAG is a hain graph, i.e., a graph whi h ontains dire ted and undire ted edges, but no dire ted y les.)
The essential graph represents a whole lass of Markov equivalent DAGs. Two graphs are Markov equivalent if they imply the
same set of ( onditional) independen ies. For example, X Y Z , X Y Z and X Y Z are Markov equivalent, sin e they
all represent X Z Y . In general, two graphs are Markov equivalent i they have the same stru ture ignoring ar dire tions,
and the same v-stru tures [VP90℄. (A v-stru ture onsists of onverging dire ted edges into the same node, su h as X Y Z .)
We an only distinguish members of the same equivalen e lass if we have interventional (experimental) data [Pea00, CY99℄.
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P (GjD) is the posterior probability of the graph G, whi h, by Bayes' rule, is given by
P (DjG)P (G)
P (GjD) = P
0
0
G0 P (DjG )P (G )

(1)

P (G) is the prior probability of this graph stru ture and P (DjG) is the marginal likelihood (also alled the
eviden e):
P (DjG) =

Z

P (DjG; )P (jG)d

(2)

where  are the parameters of the model. If there is missing data and/or hidden nodes, we also need to sum
over all possible ompletions of the unobserved data, Z (assuming dis rete data for simpli ity):

P (DjG) =

Z X
z

P (D; z jG; )P (jG)d

There are several diÆ ulties with implementing these equations:






How do we de ne the priors P (G) and P (jG), and the likelihood P (xjG; )?
How do we integrate over all the parameters?
How do we marginalize out the hidden nodes?
How do we sum over all the graphs?

The rst three problems also arise in Bayesian model sele tion; although the [He 98℄ tutorial dis usses these
issues, it does not fo us on methods whi h are suitable for small data sets. The last problem is unique to
Bayesian model averaging. Although there have been many general tutorials on BMA (e.g., [HMRV99℄), few
dis uss BNs in any detail. This tutorial aims to ll in these gaps.
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2.1

Priors
Parameter priors

Following ommon pra ti e, we will assume global parameter independen e:

P (jG) =

n
Y
i=1

P (i jPaG (Xi ))

where i are the parameters for the Conditional Probability Distribution (CPD) for node i. Hen e the
likelihood be omes

P (xjG; ) =

Y
i

P (Xi jPaG (Xi ); i )
2
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Figure 1: Nodes X2 and X4 share the same parameters. (Parameter nodes are shown inside dotted ir les.)
If all the data is observed, and the parameter priors are independent, then the parameter posteriors will
also be independent [SL90℄. This means the marginal likelihood de omposes into a produ t of terms, one
for ea h node:

P (DjG) =

Y
i

s ore(Xi ; PaG (Xi )jD)

where

s ore(Xi ; U jD) =

Z Y
N
m=1

P (xi [m℄jui [m℄; D)P (i )di

(3)

xi [m℄ represents the value of Xi in ase m, and ui [m℄ the value of its parents; the produ t over ases follows
if we assume i.i.d. training data. Whether this integral is tra table to ompute depends on the form the of
the CPD and the prior, whi h we will dis uss below.
The most widely used CPD assumes that all nodes are dis rete and have un onstrained (multinomial) CPDs,
whi h an therefore be represented as tables. If we use a onjugate (Diri hlet) prior, and all the nodes are
observed, and we have global and lo al parameter independen e, we an ompute Equation 3 (and hen e
the marginal likelihood) in losed form: see Appendix A. This still leaves the problem of how to set the
hyperparameters (i.e., the parameters of the prior itself) for all possible graph stru tures in a onsistent and
robust way. By \ onsistent" we mean that equivalent models should have equal priors, and by \robust" we
mean that tweaking the priors should not radi ally a e t the out ome of model sele tion. We dis uss this
both of these issues at length, for the ase of Diri hlet distributions, in Appendix A.2.
Although the multinomial is a simple and exible distribution, and an model ombinatorial intera tions
between parents, it requires a lot of data to estimate: a binary node with k binary parents needs 2k parameters
to spe ify its CPD (one number for ea h possible ombination of its parents). Geneti networks are believed
to have a fan-in of about k  5, but even estimating just 25 = 32 parameters is too mu h if we only have
N  10 observations per gene.
One possible solution is to use parameter tying (see Figure 1). This en odes the fa t that we expe t ertain
kinds of regulatory intera tions (e.g., AND gates) to repeat in many di erent parts of the network. If we
are un ertain about whi h parameters to tie, we an assume they are all drawn from a mixture distribution,
.f., soft weight sharing [NH92, Bis95℄ in neural networks. Unfortunately, hoosing the hyperparameters for
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su h a omplex prior may prove a formidable task. In addition, hierar hi al priors are hard to integrate out
analyti ally.
A simpler solution is to use more restri tive CPDs, with O(k) parameters. A simple examplePis logisti
regression, whi h is appli able when all nodes are binary. We de ne P (Xi = 1jUi = u) = ( j wij uj ),
where (z ) = 1=(1 + e z ) is the sigmoid (logisti ) fun tion, wij is the weight on the ar from Xj to Xi ,
and u is a bit-ve tor representing the parents' values. A losely related model is the noisy-or fun tion
[Pea88℄. In this ase, the hild is \on" if any of its parents are on, provided not all the \links" from the
on parents are \broken". De ne qij as the probability that the link from Xj to Xi fails. (Failures are
assumed to be independent:Qsee [MH97℄ for ways to lift this restri tion.) Then the noisy-or is de ned as
P (Xi = 1jUi = u) = 1P j qiju : If we set wij = ln qij and (z ) = 1 e z , we an rewrite this as
P (Xi = 1jUi = u) = ( j wij uj ), whi h has the same form as the logisti CPD. We an add a dummy
parent node that is always on P
( alled a leak node), to represent \all other auses"; this orresponds to adding
an o set or bias term, (bi + j wij uj ).
j

In logisti regression and related models, ea h parent ontributes independently to the e e t on the hild.
Although this annot model ombinatorial intera tion, it is a simple model to parameterize. For geneti
networks, we often have prior knowledge about the \sign" of a onne tion, i.e., whether it is ex itatory or
inhibitory. (This is a spe ial ase of a qualitative probabilisti network (QPN) [Wel90℄.) We an en ode
this prior knowledge using a diagonal Gaussian prior on the weight ve tor wi , with a mean at +1 for
ex itatory links, 1 for inhibitory links, and at 0 for links of unknown sign. [HGJY01℄ suggest modeling
prior knowledge of signs with onstrained Diri hlet distributions, but this requires numeri al integration.
See also [DvdG95, WJ00℄ for ways of imposing onstraints on parameter priors.
A major disadvantage of the logisti (and related) CPD is the inability to ompute the marginal likelihood
(Equation 2) exa tly. One possible (variational) approximation is dis ussed in [JJ00℄; however, its a ura y
on small samples has yet to be determined.
A representation for CPDs for dis rete nodes whi h is of variable omplexity, ranging from O(1) to O(2k )
parameters, is the tree. [FG96b℄ show how allowing su h \lo al stru ture" an enable the learning of denser
global graph stru tures, without over tting.
For ontinuous-valued nodes, the most widely used CPD is linear-Gaussian: P (Xi = xjUi = u) = N (x; bi +
wiT u; ). If we use the orresponding onjugate prior (Normal-Wishart), we an ompute the marginal
likelihood in losed form [HG95℄. Unfortunately, assessing this prior is diÆ ult. For non-linear intera tions,
we an onsider generalized linear models (GLIMs) or neural networks.
Even though the data from gene expression arrays is real-valued, we do not anti ipate having enough of
it to t ( onditional) density fun tions very a urately, espe ially non-linear ones. Therefore we propose
dis retizing (binning) the data, and then using CPDs for dis rete nodes. To redu e artifa ts, we might be
able to perform the dis retization pro ess simultaneously with the stru ture learning .f. [FG96a℄.
2.2

Stru ture priors

For domains in whi h we have little prior knowledge, it is ommon to use a uniform prior over possible
models. Alternatively, we an impose penalties based on the number of ar s, or the size of families, to
dis ourage networks that are globally or lo ally \dense"[Bun91℄.2 For domains in whi h we have a lot of
prior knowledge, we an onstru t a prior network, and an penalize deviations from this initial model by
2 Su h a stru tural penalty is not stri tly ne essary, sin e sparse networks will have fewer free parameters, and hen e a larger
marginal likelihood or O kham fa tor [Gul88℄. This mat hes our intuition that we trust a onstrained (but orre t!) model
more than one that an predi t anything.
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ounting the number of mismat hed edges [HGC95℄. (For example, in [ITR+ 01℄, they onstru ted a network
based on databases listing known protein-protein and protein-DNA intera tions.) However, most of the time,
we have some \fuzzy" prior knowledge. So we now propose a novel approa h that lets us model the fa t that
we may have more on den e in some ar s than others.
Suppose, for simpli ity, that our prior beliefs about ea h edge are independent. Let Wij be the prior
probability that there is an edge from Xi to Xj , Wji be the prior that there is an edge from Xj to Xi , and
1 (Wij + Wji ) be the prior that there is no edge between Xi and Xj . If both Wij > 0 and Wji > 0, it
means we are unsure whether Xi auses Xj or vi e versa. (It might be that we believe that if Xi !Xj then
Xj !Xk , but if Xi Xj then Xj Xk . Unfortunately, we annot represent su h joint onstraints with su h
a simple, fa tored prior.)
Given an arbitrary DAG G, let Eij (G) = 1 if G ontains the edge Xi !Xj , Eij (G) = 2 if G ontains the
edge Xi Xj , and Eij (G) = 3 if G ontains no edge between Xi and Xj . Thus Eij is a multinomial random
variable with prior probabilities ij1 = Wij , ij2 = Wji , and ij3 = 1 (Wij + Wji ). Let the weight of a
graph be

w(G) =

3
n X
n X
X
i=1 j =i k=1

ijk Æ(Eij (G); k)

where Æ(x; y) = 1 if x = y and is 0 otherwise. We de ne the prior to be the normalized weight: P (G) / w(G).
To understand the behavior of this prior, let us rst onsider the ase where all entries in W are either 0 or
1, whi h means we know the true model. In this ase, the weight of a graph is equal to number of edges it
gets orre t, where \ orre t" means that it should be absent if the prior says it is absent, and should agree
with the prior about the orientation of the edge if it is present. For example, suppose we know the true
stru ture is X1 !X2 !X3 , whi h is re e ted in our prior

0
1
0 1 0
W = 0 0 1A
0 0 0

There are 25 possible DAGs on 3 variables. The graph X1 !X2 !X3 has the highest weight, whi h is 3: 1
for the orre t X1 !X2 , 1 for the orre t missing X1 X3 , and 1 for the orre t X2 !X3 .
Now suppose we are un ertain of the orientation of the edge between X1 and X2 . In addition, we are not
sure if there is an edge between X2 and X3 , and if there is, we are un ertain of its orientation. This an be
en oded in the following weight matrix:

0 1 1
0 2 0
W =  12 0 31 A
0 31 0

In this ase, there are 6 graphs whi h a hieve the maximal weight of 1+ 12 + 13 = 1:83; these graphs orrespond
to the hoi e of setting X1 !X2 or X1 X2 , ombined with the hoi e of setting X2 !X3 , X2 X3 or X2 X3 .
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3

MCMC methods

Re all that the goal is to ompute

P (DjG)P (G)
P (GjD) = P
0
0
G0 P (DjG )P (G )

P
The normalizing onstant P (D) = G0 P (DjG0 )P (G0 ) is intra table to ompute, be ause there a superexponential number of graphs. To avoid this intra tability, we plan to use MCMC (Markov Chain Monte
Carlo) te hniques to sear h the very large spa e of possible models (see e.g., [GRS96℄ for an introdu tion
to MCMC). Spe i ally, we plan to use the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm, whi h only requires that
we be able to ompute the posterior odds between the urrent andidate model, G1 , and the proposed new
model, G2 :
P (G2 jD) P (G2 ) P (DjG2 )
=

P (G1 jD) P (G1 ) P (DjG1 )

(4)

DjG2 ) , is alled the Bayes fa tor, and is the Bayesian equivalent of the likelihood
The ratio of the eviden es, PP ((D
jG1 )
ratio test.

The idea of applying the MH algorithm to graphi al models was rst proposed in [MY95℄, who alled the
te hnique MC 3 , for MCMC Model Composition. The basi idea is to onstru t a Markov Chain whose state
spa e is the set of all DAGs and whose stationary distribution is P (GjD). We a hieve as follows. De ne
a transition matrix or kernel, q(G0 jG). (The only onstraints on q are that the resulting hain should be
irredu ible and aperiodi .) We sample a new state G0 from this proposal distribution, G0  q(jG), and
a ept this new state with probability minf1; Rg, where R is the a eptan e rate:

R=

P (G0 jD) q(GjG0 )

P (GjD) q(G0 jG)

(If the kernel is symmetri , so q(GjG0 ) = q(G0 jG), the last term an els, and the algorithm is alled the
Metropolis algorithm.) The idea is to sample from this hain for \long enough" to ensure it has rea hed its
stationary distribution (this is alled the burn-in time) and throw these samples away; any further samples
are then (non-independent) samples from the true posterior, P (GjD), and an be used to estimate many
quantities of interest, su h as P (f jD). This algorithm is given in pseudo- ode in Figure 2. For omparison,
we show the pseudo- ode for greedy hill- limbing in Figure 3, a popular lo al sear h algorithm. In both
ases, the initial graph ould be hosen using CI-based te hniques [SM95, DD99℄.
The issue of diagnosing onvergen e of MCMC algorithms is dis ussed in [GRS96℄. The number of samples
needed after rea hing onvergen e depends on how rapidly the hain \mixes" (i.e., moves around the posterior
distribution). To get a ballbark gure, [GC01℄ use MC 3 to nd a distribution over the 3,781,503 DAGs with
6 binary nodes (of ourse, many of these are Markov equivalent), using a fully observed dataset with 1,841
ases. They used T = 100; 000 iterations with no burn-in, but it seemed to onverge after \only" 10,000
iterations.
3.1

The proposal distribution

[MY95℄ suggested the following kernel. De ne the neighborhood of the urrent state, nbd(G), to be the set
of DAGs whi h di er by 1 edge from G, i.e., we an generate nbd(G) by onsidering all single edge additions,
6

Choose G somehow
While not onverged
Pi k a G0 u.a.r. from nbd(G)
0
0
Compute R = PP((GGjjDD))qq((GG0jjGG))
Sample u  Unif(0; 1)
If u < minf1; Rg
then G := G0
Figure 2: Pseudo- ode for the MC 3 algorithm.
Choose G somehow
While not onverged
For ea h G0 in nbd(G)
Compute s ore(G0 ) = P (G0 )P (DjG0 )

G := arg maxG0 s ore(G0 )
If s ore(G ) > s ore(G)
then G := G
else onverged := true
Figure 3: Pseudo- ode for hill- limbing.
deletions and reversals, subje t to the a y li ity onstraint. (A way of qui kly he king that the proposed
DAG is a y li (based on the an estor matrix) was derived in [GC01℄.) Then let q(G0 jG) = 1=jnbd(G)j, for
G0 2 nbd(G), and q(G0 jG) = 0 for G0 62 ndb(G), so

R=

jnbd(G)jP (G0 )P (DjG0 )
jnbd(G0 )jP (G)P (DjG))

The main advantage of this proposal distribution is that it is eÆ ient to ompute R when G and G0 only
di er by a single edge (assuming omplete data): see Se tion 3.2. This advantage is even more important
for greedy sear h (Figure 3): although we need to know the s ore of O(n2 ) neighbors at ea h step, only O(n)
of these s ores hange if the steps are one edge at a time.
The single-edge- hange proposal an lead to high a eptan e rates, but slow mixing, be ause it takes su h
small steps through the spa e. An alternative would be to propose large hanges, su h as swapping whole
substru tures, as in geneti programming. If one is not sure whi h proposal to use, one an always reate a
mixture distribution. The weights of this mixture are parameters that have to be tuned by hand. [GRG96℄
suggest that the kernel should be designed so that the average a eptan e rate is 0.25.
A natural way to speed up mixing is to redu e the size of the sear h spa e. Suppose that, for ea h node,
we restri t the maximum number of parents to be k, instead of n. (This is reasonable, sin e we expe
 t the
n
n
fan-in to be small). This redu es the number of parent sets we need to evaluate from O(2 ) to k  nk .
Some heuristi s for hoosing the set of k potential parents are given in [FNP99℄. As long as we give non-zero
probability to all possible edge hanges in our proposal, we are guaranteed to get the orre t answer (sin e
we an get from any graph to any other by single edge hanges, and hen e the hain is irredu ible); heuristi s
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merely help us rea h the right answer faster. The heuristi s in [FNP99℄ hange with time, sin e they look for
observed dependen ies that annot be explained by the urrent model. Su h adaptive proposal distributions
ause no theoreti al problems for onvergen e.
3.2

Computing the marginal likelihood

We now dis uss how to eÆ iently ompute the posterior odds (Equation 4) used to de ide whether to a ept
or reje t a proposal. Typi ally, evaluating the ratio of two priors, P (G2 )=P (G1 ) is eÆ ient, so the problem
redu es to evaluating Bayes fa tors eÆ iently. As mentioned in Se tion 2.1, if the data is omplete and we
have global parameter independen e, the marginal likelihood be omes a produ t of terms, one per node.
Graphs that only di er by a single link have marginal likelihoods that di er by at most two terms, sin e all
the others an el. For example, let G1 be the hain X1 !X2 !X3 !X4 , and G2 be the same but with the
middle ar reversed: X1 !X2 X3 !X4 . Then

P (DjG2 )
s
=
P (DjG1 )
s
s
=
s

ore(X1 )s ore(X1 ; X2 ; X3 )s ore(X3 )s ore(X3 ; X4 )
ore(X1 )s ore(X1 ; X2 )s ore(X2 ; X3 )s ore(X3 ; X4 )
ore(X1 ; X2 ; X3 )s ore(X3 )
ore(X1 ; X2 )s ore(X2 ; X3 )

where s ore was de ned in Equation 3. In general, if an ar to Xi is added or deleted, only s ore(Xi ji )
needs to be evaluated; if an ar between Xi and Xj is reversed, only s ore(Xi ji ) and s ore(Xj jj ) need
to be evaluated.
3.3
3.3.1

Partial observability
Approximating the marginal likeihood

When we have partial observability, we annot ompute the marginal likelihood in losed form, even for disrete variables with onjugate priors, be ause the parameter posteriors are no longer independent. (Marginalizing over the hidden variables indu es a mixture distribution.) The most straightforward approa h is to
approximate the marginal likelihoods dire tly, and then take ratios.
One a urate way of approximating the marginal likelihood, known as the Candidate's method [Chi95, Raf96℄,
is as follows. We pi k an arbitrary value G (e.g., the MAP value), and ompute

P (DjG) =

P (DjG ; G)P (G jG)
P (G jD; G)

Computing P (G jG) is trivial, and omputing P (DjG ; G) an be done using any BN inferen e algorithm.
The denominator an be approximated using Gibbs sampling: see [CH97℄ for details. (See also [SNR00℄ for
a related approa h, based on the harmoni mean estimator.)
Various large sample (e.g., Lapla e) approximations to the marginal likelihood, whi h are omputationally
heaper, an also be used. These are ompared in [CH97℄. The on lusion is that the Cheeseman-Stutz
approximation, whi h is a variation of BIC, is the most a urate, at least in the ase of naive-Bayes (mixture)
models. (It often even beats the omputationally more expensive Lapla e approximation.) The ost of
this approximation is equal to the ost of running EM to nd the MAP value ( .f., the variational Bayes
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te hnique [Att00, Min00b℄). However, the a ura y of these te hniques for small samples is suspe t. Even
for large samples, these approximations are ina urate at estimating P (DjG1 )=P (DjG2 ), where G1 is the
most probable model, and G2 is the se ond most probable. That is, these approximations an be useful for
model sele tion, but less so for model averaging.
3.3.2

Data augmentation

An alternative approa h is to extend the state-spa e of the Markov hain, so that it not only sear hes over
models, but also over the values of the unobserved nodes [YMHL95℄. (To simplify the omputation, we
will also add the parameters to the state spa e, although they do not need to be sampled.) The idea is to
use Gibbs sampling, where we alternate between sampling a new model given the urrent ompleted data
set, and sampling a ompleted data set given the urrent model. (This is basi ally an extension of the IP
algorithm for data augmentation [TW87℄).
At a high level, the algorithm y les through the following steps (where Y is the observed data and Z is the
hidden data):
1. Sample Gt+1  P (GjY; Zt ) / P (G)P (Y; Zt jG)
2. Compute P (t+1 jY; Zt; Gt+1 )

3. Sample Zt+1  P (Z jY; Gt+1 ; t+1 )

To avoid omputing the normalizing onstant impli it in the rst step, we use the MH algorithm, and
approximate the Bayes fa tor by using the urrent ompleted dataset. This is an approximation to the
expe ted omplete-data Bayes fa tor [Bun94, Raf96℄:



P (Y; Zt jG0 )
P (Y jG0 )
P (Y; Z jG0 )
=E
j
Y; Gt 
P (Y jGt )
P (Y; Z jGt )
P (Y; Zt jGt )

(5)

The se ond step an be performed in losed form for onjugate distributions (see Appendix A). Finally,
we sample from the predi tive distribution, P (Z jY; Gt+1 ), by using the mean parameter values, t+1 (see
Appendix A), with Gibbs sampling. The overall algorithm is sket hed in Figure 4.
In prin iple, if the hain is ergodi , the starting point, (G1 ; Z1 ), does not matter, but in pra ti e, good
initialisation is important for fast onvergen e. We an hoose the initial Z1 by sampling from P (Z jG1 ; Y )
using Gibbs sampling, or by omputing the MAP estimate, ^MAP = arg max P (jG1 )P (Y j; G1 ), and then
using Gibbs sampling on P (Z jG1 ; Y; ^MAP ). It is diÆ ult to hoose the initial graph stru ture, G1 . We
annot use CI-based methods [SGS00a℄ be ause we have latent variables. On the other hand, we annot
hoose, say, the empty graph, be ause our initial estimate of Z1 will be poor. We therefore assume we have
some good initial guess based on domain knowledge.
3.3.3

Stru tural EM

A deterministi approximation to the data augmentation s heme, alled Stru tural EM, was proposed
0
in [Fri97℄.
The basi idea
i is to ompute the expe ted omplete-data marginal likelihood, P (Y jG ) 
h
EZ P (Y; Z jG0 )jG; Y; ^G , using a BN inferen e algorithm applied to the urrent model G and its urrent
9

Choose G1 ; Z1 somehow
for t = 1; 2; : : :
Pi k a G0 u.a.r. from nbd(Gt )
Y;Z jG0 )
Compute B^ = PP ((Y;Z
jG )
nbd(G )jP (G0 ) B
^
Compute R = jjnbd
0
(G )jP (G )
Sample u  Unif(0; 1)
If u < minf1; Rg
then Gt+1 = G0
Compute P (t+1 jY; Zt ; Gt+1 ) using Bayesian updating
Compute t+1 from P (t+1 jY; Zt ; Gt+1 )
Sample Zt+1  P (Z jY; Gt+1 ; t+1 ) using Gibbs sampling
t

t

t

t

t

Figure 4: Pseudo- ode for the MC 3 algorithm modi ed to handle missing data.
Choose G somehow
While not onverged
For ea h G0 in nbd(G)
G0
Compute N in Equation 6 using an inferen e algorithm [E step℄
G0
G0
Compute s ore(G0 ) = P (G0 )P (N jG0 ; ^(N ))
G := arg maxG0 s ore(G0 )
If s ore(G ) > s ore(G)
then G := G [stru tural M step℄
G
^G := arg max P (N jG; )P (jG) [parametri M step℄
else onverged := true
Figure 5: Pseudo- ode for Stru tural EM.
MAP parameters, ^G. In the ase of multinomials (see Appendix A), we an ompute the expe ted suÆ ient
statisti s for ea h family in the andidate model G0 as follows:3
0

N Gijk =

N
X
m=1

P (Xi = k; PaG0 (Xi ) = j jy(m); G; ^G )

(6)

SEM was designed for model sele tion, as opposed to model averaging, and hen e the above formula was
embedded inside of the hill- limbing algorithm in Figure 3; the resulting algorithm is shown in Figure 5.
A \Bayesian" version of this was proposed in [Fri98℄. In this ase, instead of using the MAP value ^G , he
approximately integrates over all .
3 Note that G0 might have families that are not in G. If we are using the jun tion tree algorithm [Jen96℄ for inferen e, this
means we may have to ompute joint probability distributions on sets of nodes that are not in any lique, whi h an be slow.
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3.4

Sear hing over orderings

[FK00℄ laim that MCMC over stru tures does not mix well for large models (more than 10 variables, say).
Instead they use MCMC to sear h over variable orderings. Given a total ordering , the likelihood de omposes into a produ t of terms, one per family, sin e the parents for ea h node an be hosen independently
(there is no global a y li ity onstraint). The following equation was rst noted in [Bun91℄:

P (Dj ) =
=

n
XY
G2G i=1

Y X

s ore(Xi ; P aG (Xi )jD)

i U 2U;i

s ore(Xi ; U jD)

(7)

G is the set of graphs onsistent with the ordering , and U;i is the set of legal parents for node ionsistent

n
with . If we bound the fan-in (number of parents) by k, ea h summation in Equation 7 takes k  nk

time to ompute, so the whole equation takes O(nk+1 ) time. This quantity must then be averaged over
orderings produ ed by the Markov hain.
[FK00℄ laim that the posterior \lands ape" over orderings is \smoother" than that over models, sin e small
hanges in an ordering do not a e t the s ore as mu h as small hanges (su h as an edge reversal) in a
model. While this is probably true (not least be ause the spa e of orderings is \only" of size n!, whereas the
2
spa e of DAGs in O(2n )), there are some disadvantages to their approa h. Firstly, it is mu h more natural
to spe ify a prior over model stru tures than over variable orderings.4 Se ondly, it seems harder to extend
their te hnique to the missing data ase. By ontrast, sear hing dire tly in model spa e allows us to apply
a whole suite of well known approximations.
3.5

Sear hing over essential graphs

Sin e we annot distinguish members of the same Markov equivalen e lass if we only have observational data,
it makes sense to sear h in the spa e of essential graphs, whi h is mu h smaller than the spa e of all DAGs.
(Constraint-based algorithms [SGS00a℄ only work with essential graphs.) The Bayesian s oring metri an
only be applied to DAGs; hen e one has to onvert the PDAG to a DAG to evaluate it [Chi96℄. MCMC
methods for nding high s oring PDAGs are dis ussed in [MAPV95℄. Hybrid methods, that start with
onstraint-based methods and then swit h to greedy sear h using a Bayesian evaluation metri , are dis ussed
in [SV93, SM95, DD99℄. None of these methods are appli able if we have experimental (interventional) as
well as observational data.
3.6

Reversible jump MCMC

We mention, just for ompleteness, the reversible jump MCMC algorithm [Gre98℄. This is ne essary when
the state spa e has variable dimension, as o urs when estimating parameters as well as model stru ture
(sin e the number of parameters varies with the stru ture). For an appli ation of RJMCMC to graphi al
models, see [GGT00℄. By using data augmentation, we are able to integrate out the parameters, and hen e
avoid the omplexities of RJMCMC.
4 However,

interventions give us some hints about the ordering. For example, if we kno kout gene X1 , and noti e that genes
and X3 hange from their \wildtype" state, but genes X4 and X5 do not, it suggests that X1 is the an estor of X2 and X3 .
This heuristi , together with the set overing algorithm, was used to learn boolean networks from interventional data [ITK00℄.
X2
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A Multinomial distributions and Diri hlet priors
For dis rete nodes, it is very ommon to assume the lo al CPDs are multinomial, i.e., represented as a table
of the form Pr(Xi = kji = j ) Q
= ijk , for k = 1; : : : ; ri and j = 1; : : : ; qi , where ri is the number of values
node i an take on, and qi = l2 rl is the number
P of values node i's parents, i , an take on. These
parameters satisfy the onstraints 0  ijk  1 and k ijk = 1.
i

Following
ommon pra ti e, we will make two assumptions. First, global parameter independen e: P () =
Qn
P
(

),
where i = fijk ; j = Q
1; : : : ; qi ; k = 1; : : : ; ri g are the parameters for node i. Se ond, lo al
i
i=1
parameter independen e: P (i ) = qj=1 ij , where ij = fijk ; k = 1; : : : ; ri g are the parameters for the
j 'th row of Xi 's table (i.e., parameters for the j 'th instantiation of Xi 's parents). Given a fa tored prior
and omplete data, the posterior over parameters will also be fa tored [SL90℄. We will give the form of this
posterior below. (Note that, if we have missing data, the parameter posterior will no longer be fa tored.
Hen e assuming parameter independen e is equivalent to assuming that one's prior knowledge was derived
from a fully obsered \virtual database".)
i

[GH97, RG01℄ prove that the assumptions of global and lo al parameter independen e, plus an additional
assumption alled likelihood equivalen e5 , imply that the prior must be Diri hlet. Fortunately, the Diri hlet
prior is the onjugate prior for the multinomial [Ber85℄, whi h makes analysis easier, as we will see below.
(For this reason, the Diri hlet is often used even if the assumption of likelihood equivalen e is violated.)
Note that, in the ase of binary nodes, the multinomial be omes the Bernoulli distribution, and the Diri hlet
be omes the Beta.
Given global and lo al independen e, ea h CPD P (Xi jUi = j ) = ij is a multinomial random variable with
ri possible values. The Diri hlet prior, ij  D( ij1 ; : : : ; i;j;r ), is de ned as
i

P (ij j ij ) =

r
Y
i

k=1

ijk 1 
ijk

1
B ( ij1 ; : : : ; i;j;r )
i

The normalizing onstant is the ri -dimensional Beta fun tion

P

)
(
B ( 1 ; : : : ; r ) = Qr k k
k=1 ( k )
where () is the gamma fun tion; for positive integers, (n) = (n 1)!.
The hyperparameters, ijk > 0, have a simple interpretation as pseudo ounts. The quantity ijk 1
represents the number of imaginary ases in whi h event (Xi = k; i = j ) has already o ured (in some
virtual prior database). Upon seeing a database D in whi h the event (Xi = k; i = j ) o urs Nijk times,
the parameter posterior be omes

ij jD  D( ij1 + Nij1 ; : : : ; i;j;r + Ni;j;r )
i

i

The posterior mean is
+ Nijk
E [ijk jD℄ = Pr ijk
l=1 ijl + Nijl
i

j

j

(8)

5 Two graph stru tures are likelihood equivalent if they assign the same marginal likelihood to data, i.e., P (D G ) = P (D G ).
1
2
This is weaker than the assumption of Markov (hypothesis) equivalen e, whi h says two graphs are equivalent if they en ode the
same set of onditional independen e assumptions. Hypothesis equivalen e is learly violated if we adopt a ausal interpretation
of BNs. In addition, likelihood equivalen e is violated if we have interventional data. See [He 95℄ for a dis ussion.
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and the posterior mode (MAP estimate) is
+ Nijk 1
arg max P [ijk jD℄ = Pr ijk
l=1 ijl + Nijl ri

(9)

i

A.1

Computing the marginal likelihood

The predi tive distribution is just
q Z Y
r
n Y
Y
1 (x) P ( )d
ijk
P (xj) =
ijk ijk
i

i

ijk

=

i=1 j =1 k=1
qi Y
ri
n Y
Y

i=1 j =1 k=1

E (ijk )1 (x)

(10)

ijk

where 1ijk (x) is an indi ator fun tion that is 1 if the event (Xi = k; i = j ) o urs in ase x, and is 0
otherwise.
To ompute the marginal likelihood for a database of N ases, D = (x1 ; : : : ; xN ), we an use sequential
Bayesian updating [SL90℄:

P (D) = P (x1 j0 )P (x2 j0 ; x1 ) : : : P (xN j0 ; x1:N 1 )
= P (x1 j0 )P (x2 j1 ) : : : P (xN jN 1 )
where 0 = is our prior, and t is the result of updating t 1 with xt .
To ompute this in bat h form, we simply ompute the posterior means of the parameters (Equation 8), and
plug these expe ted values into the sample likelihood equation:

P (D) = P (Dj) =

q Y
r
n Y
Y
i

i

i=1 j =1 k=1

Nijk

ijk

(11)

Alternatively, this an be written as follows [CH92℄

P (D) =
=

q
n Y
Y
B ( ij1 + Nij1 ; : : : ;
i

i=1 j =1
qi
n Y
Y

i;j;r + Ni;j;r )
B ( ij1 ; : : : ; i;j;r )
i

i

i

ri
Y

( ijk + Nijk )
( ij )

( ijk )
i=1 j =1 ( ij + Nij ) k=1

(12)

For interventional data, Equation 12 is modi ed by de ning Nijk to be the number of times Xi = k is

passively observed in the ontext i = j , as shown by [CY99℄. (The intuition is that setting Xi = k does

not tell us anything about how likely this event is to o ur \by han e", and hen e should not be ounted).
Hen e, in addition to D, we need to keep a re ord of whi h variables were lamped (if any) in ea h data
ase.
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All of the above equations are onditioned on a spe i graph stru ture, G. Making this expli it, we an write
the (unnormalized) posterior of a graph as P (G; D) = P (G)P (DjG), where P (DjG) is given by Equation 12.
In [HGC95℄, this is alled the BD (Bayesian Diri hlet) metri .
A.2

Assessing Diri hlet priors

It is learly impossible for the user to spe ify parametri priors for O(2n ) graph stru tures. [HGC95℄ show
that, under some assumptions6, it is possible to derive the Diri hlet parameters for an arbitrary graph from
a single prior network, plus a on den e fa tor, . Spe i ally, ijk = P (Xi = k; i = j jG ), where G is
the omplete graph. When priors are derived in this manner, the BD s ore is alled BDe (BD with likelihood
equivalen e). Unfortunately, it might be diÆ ult to parameterize the prior network (espe ially be ause of the
ounterintuitive onditioning on G : see [HGC95℄ for a dis ussion). In addition, omputing the parameter
priors for an arbitrary graph stru ture from su h a prior network requires running an inferen e algorithm,
whi h an be slow. [SDLC93℄ suggest a similar way of omputing Diri hlet priors from a prior network.
2

A mu h simpler alternative is to use a non-informative prior. A natural hoi e is ijk = 0, whi h orresponds
to maximum likelihood. (In the binary ase, this is alled Haldane's prior.) However, this is an improper
prior. More importantly, this will ause the log-likelihood to explode if a future ase ontains an event that
was not seen in the training data.
If we set 0 < ijk < 1, we en ourage the parameter values ijk to be near 0 or 1, thus en oding neardeterministi distributions. This might be desirable in some domains. [Bra99℄ expli itely en odes this bias
using an \entropi prior" of the form

Y 
P (ij ) / e H ( ) = ijk
:
ijk

ij

k

Unfortunately, the entropi prior is not a onjugate prior.
[CH92℄ suggest the uniform prior, ijk = 1. This is a non-informative prior sin e it does not a e t the
posterior (although it does a e t the marginal likelihood). Unfortunately, it is not entirely uninformative,
be ause it is not transformation invariant. The fully non-informative prior is alled a Je rey's prior. For the
spe ial ase of a binary root node (i.e., a node with no parents and a beta distribution), the Je rey's prior
is just ijk = 21 . Computing a Je rey's prior for an arbitrary BN is hard: see [KMS+ 98℄.
[Bun91℄ suggests the prior ijk = =(ri qi ), where
distribution

P (Xi = kji = j ) = E [ijk ℄ =

is an equivalent sample size. This indu es the following

=(ri qi ) 1
=
=qi
ri

This is a spe ial ase of the BDe metri where the prior network assigns a uniform distribution to the joint
distribution; hen e [HGC95℄ all this the BDeu metri .
A more sophisti ated approa h is to use a hierar hi al prior, where we pla e a prior on the hyperparameters
themselves. For example, let ijk = ij0 =ri for ea h i; j , where ij0 is the prior pre ision for ij . ij0
is itself an r.v., and an be given e.g., a gamma distribution. Unfortunately, we an no longer ompute
6 The assumptions are global and lo al parameter independen e, likelihood equivalen e, parameter modularity and stru tural
possibility. Parameter modularity says that P (ij ) is the same for any two graph stru tures in whi h Xi has the same set of
parents. Stru tural possibility says that all omplete (fully onne ted) graph stru tures are possible a priori.
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the marginal likelihood in losed form using su h hierar hi al priors, and must resort to sampling, as in
[GGT00, DF99℄. A more eÆ ient method, known as empiri al Bayes or maximum likelihood type II, is to
estimate the hyperparameters from data: see [Min00a℄ for details.
A.3

Other CPDs in the exponential family

Many CPDs in the exponential family (e.g., multinomial, Gaussian) an be given a onjugate prior (Diri hlet,
Normal-Wishart), for whi h the orresponding posterior and marginal likelihood an be omputed in losedform (provided we have omplete data). See [BS94, Bun94℄ for a dis ussion of the general ase, and [GH94℄
for a dis ussion of the Gaussian ase.
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